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Right to Meaningful Language Access for Limited English Proficiency Individuals
Introduction:

Language Access refers to the level of accessibility that non-English speakers are guaranteed, by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, while communicating with service providers in their communities. Statistically, non-English speakers in the United States, or Limited English Proficiency speakers (LEPs), are foreign-born.¹ The Census Bureau definition of “foreign-born" includes U.S. citizens and all immigrants, noncitizens and refugees.² Title VI of the Civil Rights Act is interpreted to guarantee Meaningful Language Access to all LEP individuals, regardless of their citizenship or immigration status.

When one moves to a new community he or she generally will initially encounter difficulties locating assistance that is available to them. This challenge of locating services is compounded for immigrants, noncitizens, and refugees who may not be proficient in English. For an LEP individual, identifying entities that offer assistance and understanding the resources at his or her disposal through community programs may prove to be nearly impossible without meaningful language access. Meaningful language access ensures that when immigrants turn to agencies or institutions that specialize in providing necessities such as housing, healthcare, and education, the language barrier does not seriously impact the quality of service.³ Several hurdles exist that create strife for immigrants who choose to access community resources, ranging from a maze of bureaucracy to the potential bias of representatives. Although there are a wide range of challenges affecting immigrant access to community resources, the Department of Justice oversees how federally funded agencies implement and execute language access plans, ensuring one less barrier for the LEP population. This report reveals the details of which entities fall under the requirement to provide language access and what are the requirements for these agencies.
This report examines the right to meaningful language access in the United States. Additionally, it will provide a framework for entities to self-identify whether or not they are required to provide language access by Federal law. Finally, it will describe the Federal requirements to providing language access, including defining meaningful language access and providing information on the written language access plan.

The Brandeis Human Rights Advocacy Program (HRAP) at the University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law performed a community survey of entities in Louisville, Kentucky to assess the level of language access available to LEP individuals while seeking basic community resources. This report will also highlight the findings of the survey, which revealed a general deficiency in the knowledge of the requirements of Title VI and irregular language access resources provided by entities. This report serves as a larger mission of the HRAP to provide resources to assist community service providers in better serving the needs of the immigrant, noncitizen, and refugee populations.
Section 1. Governing Statutes: Title VI, Executive Order 13166, and Department of Justice Guidelines

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is the primary federal law that mandates federal agencies to serve the immigrant community through non-discriminatory practices. Title VI mandates that “No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”

In 1963, President John F. Kennedy stated regarding Title VI that, “[s]imple justice requires that public funds, to which all taxpayers of all races [colors, and national origins] contribute, not be spent in any fashion which encourages, entrenches, subsidizes or results in racial [color or national origin] discrimination. The language in Title VI makes it clear that programs which receive federal funds cannot turn away a person simply on the basis of being an immigrant. Furthermore, any entity, agency, or department that receives federal financial funds is subject to judicial review and can potentially lose their funding and face disciplinary actions for any non-compliance. For many years after the passage of Title VI, there was no specification that discrimination of an LEP individual was the same as discrimination for national origin.

In 2000, Executive Order 13166 expanded upon Title VI by ensuring access to services especially for immigrants based on the argument that discrimination of an LEP by not providing language access was the same as discrimination based on national origin. The Executive Order, “Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency”, issued August 11, 2000, recognizes that immigrants are more likely to be
limited in their English proficiency, which leads to immigrants not being aware of certain services available to them. The first provision of EO 13166 ensures that agencies who receive federal funding provide “meaningful access” to non-English speakers. Meaningful access means that non-English speakers can interact with the entity workers and understand what services are provided. The second provision requires federally funded agencies to submit their own plans for improving language access to the Department of Justice for review. As a condition of receiving funding, an entity must submit a plan that complies with the federal standards and that is approved by the Department of Justice. To help agencies assess themselves and prepare their own language access plans, the Department of Justice published guidelines for these programs in 2002.

The Department of Justice’s Guidelines state that an agency or entity must submit their own Language Access Implementation Plan. The plan must show that the entity is aware of the non-English speaking population utilizing its resources and that it has policies in place to provide meaningful access to that population. Entities must appoint an individual to oversee its language access policies, which ensures that it is accountable for providing language access. One of the most important parts of the submitted plan is the Language Access Procedures, which direct the entity’s front-line representatives how to implement the plan. The Procedures describe thoroughly what should happen if a non-English speaking immigrant were to walk through the doors of the entity, so that the employees are well-informed of what to do to guarantee that LEP individuals receive meaningful access. Primarily, the Guidelines describe in detail the procedures for how an organization can create meaningful language access, which begins with defining the organization’s LEP population.


Section 2. Defining the scope of the Title VI and Clarification by Executive Order 13166

The stipulations set out in Title VI and Executive Order 13166 apply to a vast number of organizations. Community organizations to whom these regulations apply are best categorized in one of three types of agencies: federal, federally funded, and private.

First, any type of federally conducted program or activity automatically falls under the scope of Title VI and Executive Order 13166. This means every department and agency of the federal government must provide meaningful access to LEPs. The Department of Justice highly encourages people to report these agencies if they feel that the agencies are not adequately providing meaningful language access. Federal agencies are relatively easy to identify and each entity clearly falls under the Language Access requirement.

In contrast, questions about the scope of Title VI and the Executive Order 13166 arise when an organization is not a federal agency, but receives federal funding. The federal government can provide funding to state or local governments and other entities. Funds are not strictly limited to financial revenue, “funds” can include supplies, training, property or other things needed to operate the business. In addition, the government can provide funds to corporations as well. When an entity receives federal funding, there is an agreement that the entity will universally comply with Title VI; that means if an entity takes funds to repair just one institution, then all of their institutions must comply with Title VI — not just the one repaired. The Department of Justice also encourages citizens to report these entities for not providing meaningful language
access to immigrants. However, potential clients and customers may not know whether the organization receives federal funding, and the entity itself may not realize that it falls under the scope of Title VI requirements. If an immigrant experiences Language Access problems and he or she is interested in filing a complaint, legal advocates will be required to assist him or her in determining the status of an organization.

Finally, there are privately owned organizations that do not receive any federal funding. Due to their independence from the federal government, there is no standing obligation to provide meaningful language access pursuant to Title VI and Executive Order 13166. However, if a federally funded agency outsources parts of their work relating to benefits for LEPs to a private entity, that entity must also comply with Title VI and Executive Order 13166. Private actions can also potentially be brought against private institutions under discrimination and Equal Protection claims.
Section 3. Federal Funding

“Recipients”: Who receives federal funding?

In short, a “recipient” is a public or private entity that has directly, indirectly, or through another recipient received federal financial assistance and is required to follow the non-discriminatory practices of section 601 of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. A “recipient” receives extended federal funding and is required to follow non-discriminatory practices within Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. Title VI addresses non-discrimination in federally assisted programs. The Civil Rights Act states that “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance” (emphasis added.)

The term recipient means any State, political subdivision of any State, or instrumentality of any State or political subdivision, any public or private agency, institution, or organization, or other entity, or any individual, in any State, to whom federal financial assistance is extended, directly or through another recipient, including any successor, assign, or transferee thereof, but such term does not include any ultimate beneficiary. The term primary recipient means any recipient which is authorized or required to extend federal financial assistance to another recipient. The Code of Federal Regulations defines “recipient” in plain language. First, a recipient can be a public or private entity. Second, a recipient can be given financial assistance directly, indirectly, or through another recipient. Third, a recipient is not the same as an ultimate...
beneficiary. An ultimate beneficiary is the person(s) to which the financial aid is benefiting without imposing Title VI. Four, a primary recipient is a recipient of federal funding that is required to extend that funding to another recipient.

a. Direct Federal Assistance

If an entity receives direct federal funding, then it is required to adhere to Title VI non-discriminatory policies. “By limiting coverage to recipients, Congress imposes the obligations of § 504 upon those who are in a position to accept or reject those obligations as a part of the decision whether or not to “receive” federal funds.” When an entity has the right to accept or reject federal financial assistance, the entity accepts the Title VI regulations with the acceptance of federal assistance. Therefore, when an entity accepts the federal funds the entity is obligated to follow Title VI regulations regarding non-discrimination. Direct federal funds could be in the form of grants received by community service providers or it could be in payments that a physician’s office receives from Medicare or Medicaid.

b. Indirect Federal Assistance

As noted in the language of the Code of Federal Regulations, federal assistance can be given directly or indirectly. If an entity is an indirect recipient of federal assistance, they still have to adhere to Title VI regulations. The most common example of indirect federal assistance is federal student loans. In Grove City College v. Bell, the Supreme Court held that when an entity receives federal funds earmarked for education that entity is then considered an indirect recipient of federal funds. Although loans are paid directly to the student they are used to pay tuition to schools, thereby giving schools federal assistance indirectly. Almost all school directly or indirectly receive federal assistance, therefore, and will fall under the requirements of providing meaningful language access. Additionally, extracurricular programs and after school care programs
that take place in school buildings that receive federal assistance will also likely fall under the requirements. The limits of Grove City College are not clearly identified and may extend to otherwise private entities, such as grocery stores who accept payments from state food stamp programs, which are likely direct federal funds recipients.

c. Through Another Recipient: Successor, Assignee, and Transferee

Another way that an entity can indirectly become subject to the Title VI requirements of language access is in the transfer of federal property to others as long as the property is used for the same purpose as it was used while owned by the Federal government. This is primarily true of the transfer of federal land and buildings, but it can also be applied to other types of goods. If federal property is transferred to another entity, that entity becomes a recipient as long as that entity is using the land for the original or similar purpose.18

d. Through Another Recipient: Primary Recipient and Subsequent Recipient

Should an entity receive direct federal assistance, it may be required or permitted to give that federal assistance to another individual or entity later. This would include entities that work as the “middlemen” or the facilitators of the distribution of federal funds. Under this category, the primary recipient, who receives direct federal funds, and the secondary recipient, the person who receives the funds later from the primary recipient, would both be required to provide language access under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. This could include federal contractors hiring subcontractors, where both the contractor and subcontractors will fall under the definition of recipients of federal funds.19
Section 4. Language Access Best Practices

Once an entity determines that it falls under the scope of the Language Access requirements of the Executive Order and Title VI, it must then create a formalized Language Access plan. The Department of Justice explains which actions every entity should take to develop the procedures of a formalized language access plan. First, entities should make all vital documents available to LEPs in their native language. The Department of Justice has defined a “vital document” as one that contains information that is critical to obtain federal services and/or benefits or a document that is simply mandated by federal law.20 These documents can range from all necessary application forms, consent and/or compliance forms, notice of rights, disciplinary actions, notices advising LEPs of free language assistance, prison rule books, written tests that focus on competency for a license for which English comprehension is not needed, and letters or notices that require a response from the LEP client.21 To make these documents even more accessible, organizations must provide translated versions of these documents on their websites as well.22

When working with LEPs the best practice is considered having someone on staff who can communicate with the non-English speakers themselves. Having multilingual employees on staff is the most ideal scenario for having entities providing meaningful language access to non-English speakers. However, if an entity does not have enough multilingual employees who can individually interpret or translate for non-English speakers, they may outsource to qualified interpreter services or volunteers.23 Entities can
only rely on a LEP’s friend or family member for translation services in emergency circumstances, primarily due to confidentiality concerns.
Section 5. Determining Who Needs Help

Online Resource: For local maps describing the LEP population in your area, visit:

www.LEP.gov/maps

The guidelines provide a clear instruction on how to determine what type of Language Access plan is necessary for an organization. First, the organization must define the LEP population in its service area. Before being able to provide meaningful language access, agencies should face the issue of defining which and how many language barriers exist in their service population. In order for agencies to learn more about the demographics of their community, the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division has provided resources, accessible through their website. Most notably, DOJ provides online maps which breakdown LEP statistics by county. Agencies can effectively and efficiently begin the process of preparing appropriate resources and documents needed for LEPs once they assess the demographics of their service population and the larger community.

The Department of Justice lays out a four-part test for agencies to determine which populations need the most help by considering the overall breadth and demand for language access in the community. The factors of this test include:
(1) The number of the LEP persons in the eligible service population;
(2) the frequency with which the LEPs come into contact with the program;
(3) the importance of the service provided by the program; and
(4) the resources available to the recipient.26

By using this test, an entity can best determine for themselves what actions need to be taken to accommodate their non-English speaking populations in order to be in compliance with the requirements to provide language access.
Section 6. Compliance Can Not Create An “Undue Burden”

Executive Order 13166 requires federal, state or private agencies that are recipients of federal funds to provide for such meaningful access consistent with, and without unduly burdening, the fundamental mission of the entity. Relying partly in Lau v. Nicholas, Department of Justice Guidance instructs that recipients are required to take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to their programs and activities by LEP persons. As indicated above, the intent of this guidance is to suggest a balance that ensures meaningful access by LEP persons to critical services while not imposing undue burdens on small business, small local governments, or small nonprofits. The courts consider the circumstances of the four-part analysis in the previous section when determining the merit of an entity’s argument that providing language access would be an undue burden to the organization. For instance, in laying out the parameters of what constitutes an undue burden to the agencies, the court in Hawaii held that publicly funded health care providers are usually unable to claim an undue burden defense if they fail to provide interpreters under the ADA, because state and local governments have resources available to cover such necessary expenses. Other similar entities that are crucial to the life and well-being of an individual, such as law enforcement agencies, will have little room to argue that language access creates an undue burden to the entity. Entities that specialize in social work or that provide housing for a large LEP population will also experience challenges in asserting that it would be an undue burden on the organization to provide meaningful language access. The next section will elaborate on sectors of entities that affect the daily lives of LEP individuals, which,
assuming that they are recipients of federal funding, will likely be compelled by Title VI requirements to provide meaningful language access.
Section 7. Language Access by Industry

The Brandeis Human Rights Advocacy Program (HRAP) identified language access as a challenge for the service providers who make an impact on the lives of immigrants, noncitizens, and refugees in its local community in Louisville, Kentucky. As the HRAP deliberated about how to improve language access, it contemplated which entities would provide important resources to a community. In identifying these important industries, HRAP has developed an interconnecting web of service providers which must be accessible in order to meet the needs of each individual in a community.

After the list of important industries below was created, it became obvious to HRAP why meaningful language access should be pursued equally across all industries. Each of these service providers is connected to the others in the mission of meeting the many needs of an individual in a community; if one of the industries does not provide meaningful language access, it will create a burden on the other industries. The other industries will either make up for the lack of language access by using their own resources or they will have to address consequences created by the void left from the lack of language access. Therefore, the requirements of Title VI should be applied equally across all important industries in able to most effectively ensure meaningful language access for each industry individually.

a. Law Enforcement

Law enforcement agencies have a duty to protect and assist everyone in their community. However, when an LEP individual and a police officer encounter each other, the language barrier creates a problem for the non-English speaker in communicating
the immediate issue and for the officer in communicating the precautions that should be taken. When exigent circumstances exist, police officers can lose valuable time mitigating damages or capturing suspects by attempting to overcome the language barrier. By the time officers have finally begun to understand the message the LEP is trying to convey, the situation has undoubtedly grown worse. In some instances, there have been complete miscommunications between LEPs and police officers. These include failure on behalf of the officers to understand when a LEP has invoked their Miranda rights, officers mistreated a stabbed victim for a gunshot wound, and officers returned escaped human trafficking victims to their captors. Examples such as these prove that police officers in every community need to improve their abilities to communicate with non-English speaking immigrants.

Across the country, several agencies are trying new strategies to improve their officers’ abilities to effectively communicate with non-English speaking immigrants. Some departments have distributed multilingual Miranda warning cards to their officers so they may effectively communicate a person’s rights to them in their native language. Other departments create portable “tool kits” for their officers to use in their daily patrols; these kits include resources such as the translated Miranda warnings, flashcards, language assistance cards used for identifying what language the LEP is familiar with, the numbers of either a bilingual officer or translating service, and translated copies of some vital documents. While requiring every officer to be fluent in a multitude of languages is impossible, departments can provide frequent seminars designed to educate officers on key terms in languages prominent in their community. For example, if a police department operates in a community with a largely Hispanic or Vietnamese immigrant population, officers would be educated on key phrase such as help”, “fire”, “murder”,
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“gun, or “rape”. Having officers familiar with such phrases can only lead to improvements in overcoming the language access barrier and potentially improving officer safety.

b. Language Access in Social Work

Social workers can play an important role in the life of a non-English speaking immigrant. Due to their understanding of an immigrant’s cultural background and personal needs, they are often the first line advocates for LEPs to get the help they need.

Many social workers provide direct services in terms of interpretations and helping immigrants enroll with services. A few multi-licensed social workers can even provide bio-psycho-social assessments and develop care plans to help immigrants adjust to their new surroundings. In a social worker setting, the best practices are to have multi-licensed, multi-lingual employees on staff and for all employees to have an understanding of what services exist in their community in order to make effective referrals to other agencies.

c. Language Access in Healthcare

The healthcare sector confronts its own unique challenges for LEP individuals. The role of immigrants in the national healthcare system presents its own distinct and separate challenges and well-publicized difficulties. Those few moments when a LEP has to communicate with a doctor about a serious medical emergency can be wasted in the face of a significant language barrier.

While the hospital itself is required to provide meaningful language access to LEPs, this does not extend to the physicians personally. Generally, the hospital as a whole must ensure there is meaningful language access. Regarding other agencies, healthcare providers are encouraged to hire multilingual staff and use translating services. However, due to the exigent circumstances, English speaking family members or friends of the ill or injured LEP can communicate on their behalf to the physician. Sometimes this is not
enough and miscommunication between the physician and patient can lead to worse symptoms or even death. One well-recorded case involved a thirteen-year-old girl who died from appendicitis after being sent home because a physician could not communicate clearly to her or her family. An absolute need to comply with Title VI and overcome language barriers exists in emergency rooms and urgent care treatment centers to ensure that LEP individuals can receive the appropriate assistance they need.

d. Language Access in Education

School systems have policies in place to address a long-recognized language access issue within the classroom. The Supreme Court held that school districts are responsible for taking action to ensure that LEP students can overcome language barriers and can meaningfully and equally participate in school. Schools are required to provide language assistance programs so that LEP students can achieve English proficiency by demonstrating the ability to speak, listen, read, and write in the English language. On the surface, these programs sound effective, but several issues can arise from their implementation. ESL classes, or other special education classes, are often understaffed, which can result in an ineffective learning environment that could stagnate a student’s ability to learn and result in problems for that student, including being held back a grade or dropping out of school entirely. Schools should take care to ensure that the LEP population is not suffering negative consequences as a result of participating in ESL programs. In situations where the LEP learners are separated from the general population of students, there is a danger that the ESL students are not experiencing an equal access to education.

Language access barriers are not exclusive to students. Language accessibility presents an issue for parents of students as well. In order to comply with Title VI, schools must provide parents with information regarding registration and enrollment, assistance
programs, report cards, disciplinary procedures, and permission slips must be presented in a language the parent understands. Parents have a vested interest in the education of their child, which means that the school must provide meaningful communications to the parent about the status of the student.

e. Language Access in Housing

Many LEP individuals have low or limited incomes which means that affordable housing may be a concern for LEP families. Public housing, Section 8 housing, and places that receive Community Development Block Grant and HOME funds from the Department of Housing and Urban Development are all required to follow Title VI's requirements. Despite the mandates of both Title VI and the Fair Housing Act, the basic human necessity of adequate housing proves to still be an issue for immigrants. For example, some court systems have held that a lease does not qualify as a “vital document” and does not have to be translated for LEPs. That a non-translated lease form is not a Title VI violation because “all non-English speaking people are equally affected by English only forms” and there is no “distinct impact” on non-English speaking immigrants. Thankfully, the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development has realized that these problems represent a major issue for non-English speakers. The Department of Housing and Urban development has brought issues like this on behalf of LEPs as being in violation of the Fair Housing Act, and had success in bringing these actions.
f. Language Access in the Legal System

In the interest of protecting personal rights and effectively keeping the legal system moving, the court systems must provide meaningful language access to non-English speaking immigrants. The American Bar Association (ABA) standard is that the court system should provide all judges, court personnel, and court appointed attorneys with training on how to interact with LEPs, use effective techniques for working with LEPs, use referrals to competent service providers, providing translated materials, and be culturally competent.51 Language access must be provided for the LEP at every stage in the judicial process — all the way from filing a complaint to the appeals process.52 In addition, if a LEP is to be either a witness or party to a case, the court must provide a translator in order for the hearing to be fair and that due process has not been violated.53 To ensure that there are no non-essential financial burdens keeping LEPs away from the legal system, court shall not charge a person for the translation services used in their case.

The court’s duty does not exist solely in the courtroom, but extends to the community as well. Courts should ensure that outreach materials be distributed in the surrounding community that provide information about the court’s language access services and assistance in legal matters.54 Despite the court’s best attempts to reach out to the LEP population, many issues still exist with the amount of qualified translators working in the courtroom and successfully communicating what rights to which these people are entitled.
Section 8. University of Louisville Brandeis Human Rights Advocacy Program Research

Beginning in 2014, the Brandeis Human Rights Advocacy Program (HRAP) as a part of the Brandeis School of Law at the University of Louisville began to investigate the status of compliance of language access requirements the local Louisville community. The investigation was precipitated by concerns raised by members of the immigrant, noncitizen, and refugee community and service providers who reported that their clients experienced language access issues as a major barrier to accessing services. HRAP sought to identify the extent to which this barrier exists within our community. After identifying the legal requirements set out in the law, described above, the HRAP conducted an assessment of compliance in Louisville, Kentucky.

Student fellows and volunteers with HRAP conducted a phone survey of service providers in Louisville, Kentucky to determine the state of language access in the local area. Through phone surveys conducted by fellows and student volunteers, the HRAP interviewed front-line representatives of organizations to determine how much access an LEP individual would have walking in the door of an entity. We assumed that the directors and other administrative officials would likely have a less spontaneous (and potentially less accurate) response. A total of 55 entities completed the survey: 7 law enforcement agencies, 7 social work/community center entities, 14 healthcare entities, 16 educational entities, 2 housing agencies, and 9 legal services entities.

The HRAP developed a list of questions related to determining if the entities receive federal funds, the entities' knowledge of language access requirements, and the specific
details of the entities' language access plans, if applicable. Following the completion of the interviews, the HRAP fellows and faculty advisors analyzed the responses and organized the agencies, based on their level of language access. The entities were divided into categories: Tier I, Tier II, and Tier III. Tier I agencies would have a clear understanding of the Title VI requirements and have a concrete, written language access plan. Tier II agencies are agencies that provide some level of language access, but may not fulfill all requirements (i.e. no written language access plan or reliance on the “language access” hotline). Tier III agencies require awareness and understanding of language access requirements, as they are not currently meeting the LEP population’s language access needs based on the interviews. The results of the phone survey confirmed the concerns of community service providers that organizations were unaware of the requirement to provide meaningful language access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brandeis Human Rights Advocacy Program</th>
<th>Language Access Survey Compliance Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tier I:</strong></td>
<td>Organization has a clear understanding of Title VI requirements, has developed a written Language Access Implementation Plan, and provides meaningful language access to its LEP population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tier II:</strong></td>
<td>Organization provides language access resources, but may not be aware of Title VI requirements, may not have a written plan, or may not follow best practices in language access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tier III:</strong></td>
<td>Organization does not provide meaningful language access and is not aware of Title VI requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research results revealed that only five Tier One agencies existed representing nine percent of the total number of the agencies contacted. This snapshot of language access barriers raises serious concerns about awareness of the Title VI requirements. Many
of the organizations that provided language access either at the Tier I or Tier II level, did so out of coincidence and not through an intention to comply with statutory requirements. Since the completion of the compliance survey, HRAP is responding to the general lack of awareness of Title VI requirements by developing community resources and programs to raise compliance in Louisville across all industries. However, compliance resources targeted to the challenges of specific industries may be an important future step to ensure meaningful language access for all.

a. Law Enforcement in Louisville, Kentucky

The survey revealed that law enforcement agencies are varied in their formal response to the LEP population. Some agencies did have a formal language access plan, but others stated that they did not even receive training on how to serve a person who does not speak English. A select number of agencies reported that they had hired bilingual officers and staff, mostly Spanish-speaking, but law enforcement agencies generally relied on the Language Line in order to communicate with the LEP population.

The greatest opportunity for future compliance in this field will be in assisting law enforcement agencies with identifying that they are very likely recipients of federal funds. None of the law enforcement agencies responded that they were recipients of federal funding; respondents stated that they either were not recipients or that they were unsure of whether the agency received federal funds or not. With direct federal grants and indirect resources, it is unlikely that law enforcement agencies do not receive federal funds, given the broad interpretation of what entities are recipients.

b. Healthcare in Louisville, Kentucky

Hospitals and healthcare facilities in Louisville are largely informed of the language access resources that are available to LEP individuals, perhaps due to the life and death consequences of not being able to effectively communicate with patients. The
healthcare facilities that completed the survey were detailed in their descriptions of the language access resources available, including bilingual/multilingual employees, translated documents, intake procedures, and access to the Language Line. Two hospitals had designated departments that were focused on providing language access. One entity mentioned that all employees are trained in how to interact with LEP individuals.

The weakness of the healthcare respondents was that they, similar to the law enforcement entities, also were unaware of their status as a recipient of federal funds. Further, the respondents of the survey were either not sure whether a formally written language access plan had been developed or they may have responded that they did not have one. It is probable that the hospital has developed the written plan in compliance with Title VI, but has not made it widely available to the front-line employees who responded to our survey.

c. Social Services/Community Centers in Louisville, Kentucky

The results under the category of social services and community centers varied. The difference in the results between organizations may be attributed to the size, budget, and mission of the organization. Organizations that have a mission to serve immigrants, noncitizens, and refugees responded that they interact with an LEP population daily. The front-line employee of these organizations was able to give detailed information about the organization’s language access plan, including bilingual employees who were available to translate and also who provided internal training on cultural competency in a number of organizations. One notable difference about the social services category is that all of the entities relied on volunteers or employees to translate and interpret. None of the entities described a reliance on the Language Line.
Nearly all of the organizations under this category did not have a written language access plan, but in practice they offered meaningful language access through a variety of resources. The reason for this is probably that the organizations either are not subject to Title VI requirements or they are not certain whether they fall under the definition of “recipient”. In this category, a number of organizations were not direct recipients of federal grants and were funded by individual donors or by funding from larger, national organizations separate from the Federal Government. The HRAP would require more information about the finances of these organizations to assist in determining whether or not they are actually recipients of federal funds as defined by law and then to assist the recipients to develop a written language access plan.

d. Housing Programs in Louisville, Kentucky

The HRAP, as it developed the methodology of the study, recognized the importance of being able to seek out shelter, especially affordable housing, as one of the categories of services that impacts immigrants, noncitizens, and refugees. In spite of the small number of responses under this category, the information that was collected points to informal language access plans, which appear to meet the needs of the LEP populations that used their services. For example, one entity orally reads each provision of a lease with the LEP individual and a translator, which initially sound like it would not be a “best practice” in language access. However, the LEP individuals in this case speak a language that is an oral language and the entity has employed an individual to provide this excellent language access resource.

The housing entities recognize that they receive direct federal funding, but did not express that they were familiar with the Title VI requirements. They mentioned the Language Line as a resource for interpretation and translation, but the respondents stated that they generally relied on employees who are multilingual. By providing leases
and other important documents translated into the LEP individual’s native language and also creating a written language access plan, these entities could satisfy the formal requirements of Title VI to bolster the meaningful language access that they are already providing on the ground.

e. Legal Services in Louisville, Kentucky

The legal services entities, including courts and advocacy organizations, were the most informed about the Title VI requirements. Each entity was aware of its status as a recipient of federal funding and had knowledge of the requirement to provide language access to the LEP population.

The courts in Kentucky responded that there is a process for individuals to become interpreters for the court and, further, that there are continuing education requirements to maintain the certification required to be a court interpreter. The courts provide training through the Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) at least once every two years for interpreters.

Some administrative offices were not as effective at providing meaningful language access. One entity that mentioned that it dealt with LEP individuals responded that it did not translate any documents and was unsure of what documents it would translate if required. This particular entity is an important face of the legal system in Louisville; the immigrant, noncitizen, and refugee population would greatly benefit from the development additional language access resources in this entity and in administrative agencies generally.

f. Language Access in Schools

Secondary and primary schools presented a challenge for our study, as front-line respondents were reluctant to provide information about the schools’ policies. Further, the responses that we received generally did not reflect an intention to provide
meaningful language access. The schools responded that they were recipients of federal funds, but responded that they did not have language access plans. One school responded that they interacted daily with LEP students, but rarely with their parents and thus, did not have many official documents translated.

Community colleges and other higher education facilities typically had an office or department dedicated to international students as well as Latino students. The front-line respondent was able to describe language access resources that the LEP student would have through that office, as well as community resources and mentorship. The front-line respondent in each case was not able to provide a written language access plan, but mentioned many resources that described meaningful language access.

**g. Future Goals of the HRAP Language Access Project**

Moving forward, the Brandeis Human Right Advocacy Program will take four addition steps in order to continue its dedication to language access in Louisville. First, HRAP, supported by a grant from the Louisville Bar Foundation, will develop informational videos describing the statutory requirements and how to ensure compliance. The video will describe the components of a language access implementation plan and those entities that fall under the requirements. The video will be a part of a series of related videos related to rights and responsibilities surrounding the immigrant, noncitizen, and refugee community, including videos on education access and media rhetoric. In order to ensure accessibility and wide distribution, the video will be uploaded onto the University of Louisville’s YouTube account. Organizations who view the video will become familiar with language access requirements and will receive the information necessary to take steps become compliance.

Second, the Brandeis Human Rights Fellowship will reach out to all of the Tier Two and Tier Three agencies interviewed and inform them of the results. The goal of the
Language Access project was not to expose and shame these agencies for failing to meet their obligations. Instead, the goal is to create a better support system for the local immigrant, noncitizen and refugee community of Louisville. When the HRAP reaches out to the agencies who fell below Tier One classifications, they intend to simply inform them of their Title VI and Executive Order 13166 obligations. In their communications with the organizations, they will provide agencies examples of what Language Access plans are and explain the importance of these plans to the immigrant population. Information is the key to combating issues in language access because it better creates preventive measures within the service providing agencies. Hopefully after receiving an explanation of the importance of Language Access plans, these agencies will take it upon themselves to adopt a plan and change their problematic practices.

Following up with these agencies is the third step of the HRAP’s project. The interview process was designed in such a way that allow for this survey to be repeated multiple times in the future. Using this year’s results (2015 - 2016) as a baseline, the Brandeis Human Rights Fellowship program will be able to chart the progress of these agencies in their attempt to become more compliant with Title VI. More agencies can be added to the project every year using the same formula as well. As a watchdog type agency, the fellowship can continue ensuring that all agencies across Louisville are providing meaningful language access to LEP individuals.

Lastly, over the course of the next year, the HRAP will develop a language access clinic which will directly address personal claims that an entity did not provide meaningful language access. Ideally, the clinic will be open once a month and run by students of the fellowship. The students will interview the LEP individuals directly about whether the person was denied access to an entity’s benefits based on a language barrier. From there, students will draft and send letters on the LEP’s behalf explaining to the entity how
their current practices failed this particular person. HRAP will function as an advocate for those LEP individuals and document those cases where multiple complaints may arise against the same entity for future action.
Conclusion

Language access is an issue most native English speakers do not typically think about because it is easy to take for granted the benefit of being able to speak the primary language of their community. After being enlightened to the widespread problem of language access that exists in communities around the country, it is imperative that agencies begin to address the language barrier. Moving forward with the dual knowledge that this problem exists and knowing the governing law on the issue, legal advocates may dedicate themselves to combating non-compliance and under-compliance. After detailing the nature of language access is in Louisville, the Brandeis HRAP plans to continuously work towards the goal of ensuring that all immigrants in our community have access to valuable resources and are not being turned away due to lack of language skills. Legal advocates should strive to combat the inequality in their own communities by literally being a voice for those who would otherwise be unheard and ensuring a better quality of life for all.

1 According the American Community Survey through the United States Census Bureau, “foreign born” individuals are 81.4% of all of the individuals surveyed who speak English “less than very well” and account for more than 20 million individuals in the United States. 2011-2015 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, Place of Birth by Language Spoken at Home and Ability to Speak English in the United States

According to the American Community Survey through the United States Census Bureau, naturalized US Citizens make up 46.6% of all foreign born individuals. The remaining individuals could be Legal Permanent Residents, Refugees, or individuals with no legal immigration status.

Ideally, immigrants would be able to walk in the front door of an entity and get the help that they need, without encountering significant barriers to access.
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